
Holiday SEN Nanny/Manny needed to join a nanny team for Twin boys age 11 with 
ASD 
 
Location: Barnes SW13  
 
Wage / Salary: £14 - £16ph Depending on experience  
 
Driver required? No  - But preferred 
 
Essential: ASD and challenging behaviour experience. Strong swimmer and keen on 
exercise. 
 
Desirable: Someone who would be prepared to sometimes provide overnight respite care. 
There would be extra support via other carers during this time. 
 
Start Date: Training and settling in period to begin upon offer  
 
Days & Hours: Part time during the school holidays (eg. 2 full days per week) 
The family could also offer one afternoon/evening per week for the right candidate. This 
would ensure that you were up to date on the boys daily needs etc 
 
This loving family are looking for a kind, patient SEN Nanny/Manny preferably with behaviour 
management experience, to join their team of Nannies to care for Twin boys aged 11.  
 
Both boys have Autism with very different presentations and interests, that require different 
types of support from carers.  
 
B11: ASD, MLD, Severe and Complex SLCN Needs. Interests: Swimming, gymnastics, 
walking, theme parks, drawing, music 
 
B11: ASD, Anxiety - interests: Disney, computer games, reading, swimming, movies 
Both boys have followed Verbal Behaviour programmes at school for the last 8/9 years (but 
this is ending in July).  
 
The boys usually have 1:1 carers during the holidays, although there are some aspects of 
the job that are 1:2 (meal prep/ time, helping with self-care, mornings before the second 
carer arrives etc). The new nanny will have the opportunity to double up with existing team 
members for as long as needed, to ensure they feel confident in their role, prior to taking 
either child out alone. The family are very hands-on, and can provide additional training and 
support for the right candidate. 
 
This wonderful family has a great track record of keeping people in their team long term. 
They aim to create a happy, respected work environment for all. Their current carers have 
been with them for 2-6 years and they are looking for a team player, who understands the 
importance of consistency and collaboration.  



In terms of hours this family are looking for a carer/nanny to cover/help during the holidays 
on a part time basis (an average of 2 days per week, possibly more) so this role suits 
someone who is available during the school holidays regularly (and half term). There is a 
level of flexibility in days worked, as you are working as part of a team. Shifts can be 
scheduled to suit the team prior to each school holiday beginning.  
 
This family is looking for a proactive, bubbly and passionate SEN Nanny/carer who can 
provide fantastic support for both boys. The Senny selected will be able to follow and 
support therapies and interventions determined by the family and professionals. A genuine 
interest in working with SEN children is a must. 
 
To apply for this awesome Senny role please fill in our online application form: 
 
https://forms.monday.com/forms/8da2be45b0c181e5894968a6ceacd8d2 
 
Due to the volume of applications we will only be in touch with successful applicants.  
 
 

https://forms.monday.com/forms/8da2be45b0c181e5894968a6ceacd8d2

